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WOMEN OVERCOME CHALLENGES
TO DEVELOP THE CACAO SUPPLY
CHAIN IN COLOMBIA
From a bright room in her home
in Santander, Pilar Gómez is juggling
a busy family and working to get
first-rate chocolate to the shelters
and hospitals that are on the front lines
of Colombia’s COVID-19 response. “This
week our foundation is launching a pilot
program in which we use donations to buy up
cacao from farmers who have developed specialty
bean-to-bar varieties but haven’t been able to sell
their harvests in the last month.” The aim is to keep
the cacao supply chain operational throughout the
downturn. “We want to support those who are waking
up every day to fight the virus, but also the farmers who
have been involved in a years-long process of transition from
conflict and coca to a sustainable farming model.” The venture
is only the most recent pivot for a woman who has been leaping
hurdles in agricultural markets for decades.
Pilar Gómez is the managing director of one of the most dynamic cacao trading firms in
the country. Founded in 2003, Mariana Cocoa has exported over 5,000 tons of cacao from
Colombia and neighboring countries. The other heads of the company are her sisters—Mónica is
a professional cacao taster and leads product quality; Rocío has specialized in sustainable cacao and
environmental certifications such as Rainforest Alliance; and Paola, the eldest, manages international
markets and institutional relationships. The four of them are daughters of an agricultural engineer who
spent his career in Ecuador and Venezuela developing those countries into formidable exporters of quality
cacao. The company itself is named after Mónica’s daughter Mariana, the first granddaughter in the family.

Since 2018, Mariana Cocoa has worked in partnership with USAID’s Community Development and Licit
Opportunities Program (CDLO) to design and deliver activities that support the development of the cacao
supply chain in the hinterlands of the Caquetá, Putumayo, and Guaviare departments. Their timing dovetailed with
Colombia’s efforts to move into a post-conflict era, since the chocolate tree is an ideal crop to replace coca in regions
that have historically been neglected by the national state. Further, as temperatures change throughout the globe and
rainforests recede, analysts warn that the future could bring cacao shortages and attendant surges in the price of the
commodity. Therefore, Colombian farmers with established plantations can take advantage of the market opportunity to
consolidate their transition to legal economies.

“Cacao is the
anti-coca,”
Pilar says.

“It is grown where there are no roads, no health services, where there are two or three
hours between neighbors”—where farmers struggle to bring their products to market
across the recruitment grounds of Colombia’s illegal armies. At least half of the project’s
trainees were once displaced by the armed conflict. But unlike coca, cacao builds social
fabric rather than eroding it. “We wanted to show those farmers that they had support and
that cacao could be a profitable way of life,” Pilar continues. “A new hope is born with cacao.
It is a way to move on from the stigma they felt with coca, a chance at inner peace that
money can’t buy.”

In collaboration with CDLO, Mariana Cocoa deploys a suite of workshops to build up local know-how for the
production, processing, and business of cacao, a crop that lends itself to an almost infinite variety of subtleties. So far, 210
Colombians—118 of whom are women —have come through the rigorous training program that culminates in a
series of made-to-measure apprenticeships. In 2019, nine of the best students traveled from their homes in the far-flung
reaches of Colombia to embed themselves with clients of Mariana Cocoa in Spain, Mexico, Ecuador, and other regions
of Colombia that have amassed expertise in cacao.
“It’s hard for a girl from San Miguel, Putumayo, to imagine that she’ll go so far,” says
Leidy Yamile Mora, a 26-year-old agricultural engineer who was selected for an
apprenticeship at Amco, a mammoth commercial chocolate factory in Veracruz, Mexico.
After training as a cacao taster for six months in her home, Leidy’s senses were
transformed. “You begin to get sensations from the dry cacao—or the cacao liquor
you’ve mixed up—that describe the past of the cacao on your palate. You discover what
was lacking in the soil or in post-harvest fermentation.” She blushes recalling the early
days of her romance with cacao. “I signed up to the program out of curiosity, but it
became a passion. There is so much magic in cacao. I am finding other meanings in it.”
Her apprenticeship in Mexico changed her business outlook. “The experience
opened my eyes to the importance of grasping what markets want. This can allow
»»During her internship in
you to direct a crop. Now if I want to reach a given market, I know what I have to do
AMCO, in Veracruz, Mexico,
and I am in a position to evaluate the potential of a cacao variety according to its
Leidy Mora undertook
characteristics.”
research on the physical,
chemical and sensorial
“I am the first trained cacao taster in San Miguel,” Leidy reflects. “I returned from
analysis of cacao
Mexico with the goal of replicating everything I’ve been taught.” That mission is on
beans and cacao
pause while Colombians across the country observe quarantine to curb the
liquor.
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spread of the latest coronavirus, but before restrictions were instated Leidy had begun a workshop conveying her
tasting skills to twenty farmers from Asoprocaf, the local cacao producer’s association. “I would like for Putumayo to
specialize in cacao. We have the sacha variety here, which has a good quality profile, and we can market our products as
Amazonian—an extra selling point.”
“We are working with women for them to assert themselves
in a space that has always been led by men. But women
can be leaders here too, of the best possible kind,” remarks
Elizabeth Agudelo, a legend in the cacao scene with

deep roots in the industry and maverick knowledge
whose micro lots are snapped up by specialty clients in
Europe. When she runs workshops with Mariana Cocoa,
she speaks to women farmer-to-farmer.

“

We train women not to become laborers but to
turn their farms into small businesses,” adds Pilar.
“They are becoming sources of sophistication and
knowledge in the countryside.”

The other demographic focus of the program is young people for whose
parents the cost of university is prohibitive. “I’ve seen so many cacao
development programs that train office workers. Then the program is over and the
farmers are none the better,” remarks Pilar Gómez. “So we said: no bureaucrats—
we train only farmers and the sons and daughters of farmers.”

»» Elizabeth Agudelo leading a
workshop to empower cacaogrowing women in the production
chain in Valle del Guamuez,
Putumayo.

The strategy is paying off. In Guaviare, a group of 13 graduates has set up a company
to provide agricultural extension services to cacao farmers off the beaten track.They
are led by Elkin Volney Beltrán, a 29-year-old father of two. “The training we received was
without precedent,” Elkin says. “The oldest cacao trees in Guaviare were planted five years ago.
It’s a new crop, so there is a lot to learn from people in Arauca, Antioquia, and Meta—Colombian departments that have acquired
experience over time. Our vision is to provide that bridge as farmers transition away from illicit crops.”
Curiously, the coronavirus pandemic has given
farmers a new cachet in Colombian society. “All
of sudden, after decades of being looked
down on, everyone loves farmers because
we realize how important they are,” says
Pilar Gómez.
“We feel important now,” says Nancy Portilla
González, another program graduate.
Nancy works with her husband and two
grown children cultivating nine hectares
of cacao in the south of the Putumayo
department. Egged on by Elizabeth Agudelo’s

mentorship, they are in the process of
developing their farm into a community
tourism destination with options for lodging
and birdwatching, turning the lure of cacao
into opportunities for guides and other
hospitality workers, a model that CDLO
partners in San José del Fragua, Caquetá,
are already implementing with success.
“A farmer’s work is beautiful: we make food
and lead healthy lives,” Nancy says. “We
contribute something to society. It’s nice for
people to begin to notice that.”

»»Nancy Portilla on her farm, processing cacao
beans for chocolate tablets.
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